JOB TITLES QUALIFYING FOR ENTITLEMENT TO IN-STATE TUITION
EFFECTIVE FALL SEMESTER 1999

FACULTY DEPENDENT TITLES
0008  ENDOWED CHAIR POSITIONS
0009  PROFESSORSHIP
0010  PROFESSOR
0012  VISITING PROFESSOR
0013  CLINICAL PROFESSOR
0015  ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
0016  PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL NURSING
0020  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
0022  VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
0024  CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
0025  ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
0026  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL NURSING
0030  ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
0034  CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
0035  ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
0036  ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN CLINICAL NURSING
0040  INSTRUCTOR
0041  INSTRUCTOR IN CLINICAL NURSING
0044  CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
0049  SENIOR LECTURER
0050  LECTURER
0056  SPECIALIST

TEACHING OR RESEARCH ASSISTANT TITLES
0045  ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR
0058  EXTENSION INSTRUCTOR – COURSES NOT APPLICABLE FOR CREDIT ESL
0059  EXTENSION INSTRUCTOR (AI)
0061  TEACHING ASSISTANT - SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION
0062  TEACHING ASSISTANT - NSC
0063  TEACHING ASSISTANT
0064  TUTOR (GRADUATE)
0065  ACADEMIC ASSISTANT
0066  TUTOR (UNDERGRADUATE)
0070  ASSISTANT (UNDERGRADUATE)
0071  ASSISTANT (GRADUATE)
0090  GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT
0095  UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT

To qualify for in-state tuition entitlement, employees in the above qualifying job titles must work at least 20 hours per week and be appointed from the twelfth (12th) class day through the last class day (long semester), or the fourth (4th) class day through the last class day for one six week period of the summer semester.
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